
Parent Forum – Friday 9th December 2022 

SLT members: Ian Jeffrey, Maria Fuller, Sheila Aubdool and Jessica Richards 

Apologies sent by Clare Pike.  

Ian welcomed all parents and SLT introduced themselves. 

MF gave feedback on school dinners, which was a previous issue raised. MF explained the meeting 

with Lee from ISS (see RR meeting notes for full).  

IJ then fed back about club availability in school, explained that he was keen for a range of after 

school clubs, we currently have external provision – dance, football, karate and then internally clubs 

are run by staff.  

He explained that the timings of clubs didn’t line up with the half term, therefore spring term there 

will be 10 weeks’ worth of club, £4 a session, total of £40, with PP children getting a discounted rate. 

They email has gone out and explains the full plan and it works as a first come first serve basis.  

It will be available for SEN pupils and we will manage it. There will be an offer of an 11+ club, this is a 

larger group that costs more money and doesn’t guarantee passing the 11+.  

Questions from parents: 

What do we do to promote encourage eat well plate?  

DT lessons that link to it. Lee from ISS to do a healthy eating assembly. But more could be done that 

we can look into.  

What do we do if a child doesn’t eat? 

Parent should be informed at the end of the day; we can’t always monitor every child but try to keep 

an eye on the situation. If this is happening, let the class teacher know, so that school can be 

monitoring it.  

Why is there only one club for reception, understand coding is not appropriate but what about 

gymnastics?  

Hoping for more for them in the summer, harder for a club to range from reception to year 6 due to 

the skills, size of the children and it will then need to be differentiated.  

Is craft club including paint?  

Plan to have modelling and clay in the club, yes should include painting there will be a variety.  

Do we encourage musical instruments?  

Miss Roberts does a lot of clubs at lunch time. Currently a survey has just gone out to parents to 

gauge understanding and interest in specific instruments with hope that we will broaden this over 

time. If it is a classical instrument, it costs more money, but we can load the instruments, doesn’t 

mean you need to pay for the whole thing.  

Year 5 haven’t got a topic grid homework. 

MF to check and ensure new one goes out MF did check and new grid has gone out for spring term.  

Will there be more trips and visits?  

Lots have had trips already this term, year 6 went to the IWM, Year 5 went to an open performance, 

Year 3/4 national gallery. 



We cannot charge for curriculum trips so we are working on cost and best methods of paying for it; 

this includes different models for the whole year. Reception will have more experiences in school as 

we don’t feel comfortable putting them on public transport and a coach costs a lot. We have also 

had lots of workshops come into school for experience days.  

AOB:  

PTA are recruiting now, most of the parents have children in year 5 and 6 so will not be with us for 

much longer, great way of raising money for the school. Speak to the office to get in touch. 


